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ii. Confusion between question and exclamation.
Fortunate man!—who would not envy you! Love!—who would,
who could exist without it—save me!—copjelli.
What wonder that the most docile of Russians should be crying out
chow long'!—Times.
We have started with three indisputable instances of the
exclamation-mark used for the question-mark. It is worth
notice that the correct stopping for the end of the second
quotation (though such accuracy is seldom attempted) would
be:—long?'? To have fused two questions into an exclamation
is an achievement. But these are mere indefensible blunders,
not needing to be thought twice about, such as author and
compositor incline to put off each on the other's shoulders.
The case is not always so clear. In the six sentences lettered
for reference, a-d have the wrong stop; in e the stop implied
by he exclaims is also wrong; in/, though the stop is right
assuming that the form of the sentence is what was really
meant, we venture to question this point, as we do also in some
of the earlier sentences. Any one who agrees with the details
of this summary can save himself the trouble of reading the
subsequent discussion.
a.	In that interval what had I not lost!—lamb.
b.	And what will not the discontinuance cost me!—richardson.
c.	A streak of blue below the hanging alders is certainly a character-
istic introduction to the kingfisher. How many people first see him so ?
—Times.
d.	Does the reading of history make us fatalists ? What courage does
not the opposite opinion show!—emerson.
e.	What economy of life and money, he exclaims, would not have
been spared the empire of the Tsars had it not rendered war certain
by devoting itself so largely to the works of peace.—Times.
f.	How many, who think no otherwise than the young painter, have
we not heard disbursing secondhand hyperboles ?—stevenson.
It will be noticed that in all these sentences except c there
is a negative, which puts them, except /, wrong; while in
c it is the absence of the negative that makes the question
wrong. It will be simplest to start with c. The writer clearly

